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Getting the treatment of animals into the public eye is at the heart of People for the Ethical 

Treatment of Animals’ (PETA) public relations efforts. The goal is always to put issues out there so 

that they can be pondered and discussed and hopefully inspire change. PETA and our affiliates 

worldwide have gained a reputation for bold actions because we are willing to go where few 

organisations dare, as long as we remain true to our mission: making people aware of issues 

affecting animals. Nude models, male and female, have paraded through the streets proclaiming, 

“We’d rather go naked than wear fur!” They have gone out in nothing more than a dab of body 

paint to protest the cruelty of the fur industry and lain nearly nude inside Styrofoam containers 

labelled “meat”. 

 

While it would be comfier to hold a news conference in our office attire and have animal-related 

issues widely covered, in a world of nonstop multi-platform media, it’s our racier actions that get 

people to pay attention to the plight of animals. And getting the word out can mean the difference 

between life and death. In the UK alone, approximately 900 million land animals are bred every 

year for the sole purpose of having their bodies chopped up, stamped with a label and stuck into 

cellophane packages on supermarket shelves. Like us, every one of those animals has a unique 

personality and feelings, and they form families and friendships if given the chance. But filthy 

factory farms deny animals everything that is natural and important to them, condemning them to 
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living in their own waste in cramped cages, stalls or sheds until, terrified, they are loaded onto 

lorries bound for the abattoir. 

 

Billboards, print ads, and TV airtime cost money, which charities like PETA don't have, so we have 

to think creatively about how to bring our message to the public. After adopting a plant-based diet, 

many men report feeling increased energy and stamina, in the bedroom and out. PETA US' 

Boyfriend Went Vegan ad thereby highlights the message that going vegan brings many perks and 

that among them is better sexual health and energy. People watching the spot can see that 

the woman is still smiling from a romp with her boyfriend. She enjoyed his energy so much that she 

went out to buy him more vegetables. The video gets the word out about the benefits of a vegan diet 

in ways that no amount of money spent on traditional advertising methods ever could.   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We always welcome discussion about—and even criticism of—our ads and campaigns because we 

know that getting people talking is the first step in raising awareness. 

 

Thank you. 

 

PETA 

 


